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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The coordinated movement of cells is required for almost any morphogenetic processes \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref001]\] and plays a key role in biological organization \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref002]\]. Deregulation of the migratory response is known to be associated with various pathological conditions including vascular disease, chronic inflammatory diseases, mental retardation and cancer, where cell motility plays a causal role in tumor invasion and metastasis \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref003]\]. Greater knowledge on the role of signaling networks in cell migration is therefore likely to lead to the identification of novel therapeutic targets, in addition to a general improvement in our basic scientific understanding of this emergent property.

The migration of cells in monolayers is commonly studied using a 'scratch assay', where a wound is created by scratching a confluent layer of cells \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref004]\], or the derived zone exclusion assay where a wound is created using a physical, removable barrier which prevents cells from becoming confluent \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref005]\]. In both cases, analysis of the migration of cells into the wound, referred to as 'wound healing', commonly focuses on the change in open wound area \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref006]\] or the slope of the area change \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref007]\]. However, these methods are fundamentally flawed given that they ignore the effect of wound geometry i.e. the shape of the wound space.

Here we argue that a more accurate representation of wound closure is the concerted cell velocity derived from wound area and perimeter, as shown in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1005900.g001){ref-type="fig"}. We have developed a computational method for identifying wounds in images with labeled cells, calculating the area and perimeter of the identified wounds and from these measurements determining the velocity using a unique Bayesian statistical approach. Bayesian statistics is increasingly used in many fields as it allows the generation of inferences from observed data where those inferences are dependent on uncertain parameters or missing data \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref008]\]. In practical terms our algorithm applies a Gaussian Process Regression \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref009]\] to the determined wound area and perimeter measurements in order to derive probability distributions of velocities over all possible time points, both measured and unmeasured.

![Effect of wound geometry on decreasing wound area.\
Cells moving at a constant velocity can cause significantly different changes in wound area depending on the initial perimeter as illustrated in the following examples: The wound shown in (A) decreases in area by 48%. The wound in (B) has the same shape as in (A) and a smaller perimeter, and decreases in area by 75%. Similarly, the wound in (C) has the same perimeter length as in (A) but a different shape and decreases in area by 58%. Finally the wound in (D) is the same shape as in (C) and a smaller perimeter, and decreases in area by 86%. The velocity of the moving cells is identical in all cases.](pcbi.1005900.g001){#pcbi.1005900.g001}

As such we believe that our wound detection algorithm can address a key deficiency in currently available tools. Given that there is no standardized experimental method for creating wounds in a scratch assay quantifying cell velocity would also allow for better reproducibility of experimental data between laboratories, given that cell velocity is independent of wound geometry. We demonstrate the use of our algorithm in a study of migration in a cancer cell model, and using the TScratch sample data \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref006]\]. For both data sets we show that measuring cell velocity can increase assay quality compared to measuring changes in wound area.

Design and implementation {#sec002}
=========================

The Bowhead cell velocity method was implemented as an open source Python package with methods to detect, fit and predict concerted cell velocity. The program can analyze any type of image that fits, or can be processed to fit, the general assumption that cell regions have higher intensity counts than wound regions. The program structure facilitates easy incorporation into imaging pipelines for use in screening assays. For each time point analyzed by the package wound perimeter and area were quantified. Measurement variance could then be estimated by repeating the detection at slightly different thresholding values in order to mimic the inherent uncertainty of the wound boundary.

The detection algorithm, shown in [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005900.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, convoluted each image with a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel with standard deviation *σ*. This convolution was used to reduce noise smaller than the biologically relevant length scale. Confluency intensity was defined per image as $$\begin{array}{r}
{I_{c} = \frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{N}p_{i}^{2}}{\sum_{i = 1}^{N}p_{i}},} \\
\end{array}$$ where *p*~*i*~ was the intensity value of a pixel at position *i* and *N* was the total number of pixels in the image.

Given a user defined relative intensity scaling factor *β* ∈ \]0, 1\[ the convoluted image was binarized at an absolute threshold of *βI*~*c*~. The largest connected region of pixels, in a Von Neumann neighbourhood, below this threshold was then classified as the wound. The unclassified area was then filled such that its topology was simply connected. Wound area could then be defined by $$\begin{array}{r}
{w_{\alpha} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}d\left( p_{i} \right), d\left( p_{i} \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
0 & {p_{i} \notin R} \\
1 & {p_{i} \in R} \\
\end{array}\operatorname{}, \right.} \\
\end{array}$$ where *N* was the total number of pixels in the image and *R* is the wound region.

To determine the wound perimeter the wound region was traced with the Marching Squares algorithm \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref010]\] ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005900.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with zero-padding, to ensure the detection of a closed contour *S*. The euclidian length of *S* excluding image border *B* thus defined the wound perimeter $$\begin{array}{r}
{w_{\phi} = \int_{C}S\, ds - \sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N_{S}}b\left( p_{i} \right), b\left( p_{i} \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
0 & {p_{i} \notin B} \\
1 & {p_{i} \in B} \\
\end{array}\operatorname{}, \right.} \\
\end{array}$$ where *N*~*S*~ was the number of pixels in *S*. Bowhead also contains an 8-direction chain code algorithm \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref011]\] for determining perimeters that is limited to making turns at whole pixels (the Marching Squares algorithm can make turns at sub-pixel resolution due to interpolation). This gave a perimeter that was slightly less accurate ([S2 Fig](#pcbi.1005900.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but in a shorter processing time.

In order to limit the detection of erroneous wounds a reference coordinate **p** was defined from the wound's center of mass *x*(*t*) at the two first time points *t*~1~ and *t*~2~ $$\begin{array}{r}
{\textbf{p} = \frac{\textbf{x}\left( t_{1} \right) + \textbf{x}\left( t_{2} \right)}{2}.} \\
\end{array}$$ For subsequent time points only regions inside a radius *r* from **p** would be considered as wound candidates. This ensured that dark spots far from the wound, e.g. at the image corners, was not detected. The contour tracing was not affected by this parameter.

After wound detection, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref009]\] was used to model the wound area and perimeter as functions of time separately. The Gaussian process is fully represented by it's mean and co-variance functions. $$\begin{array}{rc}
{m\left( \textbf{t} \right)} & {= \mathbb{E}\left\lbrack f\left( \textbf{t} \right) \right\rbrack,} \\
\end{array}$$ $${k\left( \textbf{t},\textbf{t}^{\prime} \right)}{= \mathbb{E}\left\lbrack f\left( \textbf{t} \right) - m\left( \textbf{t} \right)f\left( \textbf{t}^{\prime} \right) - m\left( \textbf{t}^{\prime} \right) \right\rbrack,}$$ where **t** and **t**′ are the different input time points, *f* the prediction funtion, *k* the covariance kernel and *m* the mean function. In short $${f\left( \textbf{t} \right)}{\sim \mathcal{G}\mathcal{P}\left( m\left( \textbf{t} \right),k\left( \textbf{t},\textbf{t}^{\prime} \right) \right)}$$ The mean function was zero since the GPR training was performed on the normalized time series. The sum of a constant and a homogeneous quadratic kernel \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref012]\] was used as variance priors for the Gaussian processes (GP). Two GPs were initialized and trained by optimizing the log likelihood expression in eq. 5.9 in \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref013]\]. This gave two GPs, trained with the measured area *w*~*α*~(**t**) and perimeter *w*~*ϕ*~(**t**) respectively $${w_{\alpha}\left( \textbf{t} \right)}{\sim \mathcal{G}\mathcal{P}\left( 0,C_{\alpha} + \left( \sigma_{\alpha}^{2} + \textbf{t} \cdot \textbf{t}^{\prime} \right)^{2} \right)}$$ $${w_{\phi}\left( \textbf{t} \right)}{\sim \mathcal{G}\mathcal{P}\left( 0,C_{\phi} + \left( \sigma_{\phi}^{2} + \textbf{t} \cdot \textbf{t}^{\prime} \right)^{2} \right)}$$ where *C*~*α*~ and *C*~*ϕ*~ are constants. The fitted GPs allow for posterior predictions with Bayesian estimated uncertainty of area and perimeter (red lines [Fig 2B and 2C](#pcbi.1005900.g002){ref-type="fig"}), weighting data detection uncertainty by the prior kernel. By using a Bayesian model it was possible to impute missing values with uncertainty. The kernel learning approach allowed any arbitrary time curve shape, restricted only by the prior and the observed data. From the GP predicted wound area, perimeter and uncertainties cell velocity could then be defined as $$\begin{array}{r}
{v\left( t \right) = - \frac{\frac{d}{dt}{\hat{w}}_{\alpha}\left( t \right)}{{\hat{w}}_{\phi}\left( t \right)},} \\
\end{array}$$ where ${\hat{w}}_{\alpha}\left( t \right)$ and ${\hat{w}}_{\phi}\left( t \right)$ were the predicted time dependent area and perimeter respectively. $\frac{d}{dt}{\hat{w}}_{\alpha}\left( t \right)$ was found numerically using the second order central difference method. The standard deviation of the velocity was derived through standard error propagation.

![Analysis of a single wound healing experiment of MDA-MB-231 cells under POU5F1 siRNA knockdown.\
(A) Detected wound at 1 hour (blue line) progressing to 15 hours (white line). The algorithm utilizes a combination of measured data (blue) and predicted data (red) in order determine the change in wound perimeter (B), wound area (C) and the derived cell velocity (D). Expected data which is found to be missing can be imputed by the model (green). All error bars signify one standard deviation of data and predictions colored accordingly.](pcbi.1005900.g002){#pcbi.1005900.g002}

Results {#sec003}
=======

Using our method we investigated the concerted velocity of MDA-MB-231 cells, an epithelial-like breast cancer cell line with a very strong migrating phenotype \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref014]\], in a zone exclusion assay. We performed a literature search to identify proteins that have been reported to affect the migratory response of MDA-MB-231 cells and selected three of these to validate our method. We chose myosin heavy chain 9 (MYH9) and POU class 5 homeobox 1 (POU5F1), which were expected to increase and decrease migration respectively upon siRNA knockdown (\[[@pcbi.1005900.ref015]\] \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref016]\] \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref017]\] \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref018]\]). Finally we chose polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) as a 'no migration' control. PLK1 dysfunctionality is reported to cause apoptosis of cells due to its crucial role in establishment of the bipolar spindle during mitosis \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref019]\] \[[@pcbi.1005900.ref020]\]. We therefore hypothesised that siRNA knockdown of PLK1 would lead to cells unable to migrate or proliferate. [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1005900.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows images of wounds with PLK1 knockdown compared to the other conditions confirming the expected non-migratory phenotype.

Cells were transfected with pooled Silencer Select siRNAs (three siRNAs per pool, 10nM final concentration) using lipofectamine RNAiMAX for 48 hours prior to experimentation. In addition to the three siRNAs previously described cells were also transfected with a non-targeting siRNA, which should represent the migratory potential of unperturbed MDA-MB-231 cells. Following gene knockdown the zone exclusion was removed and cells were imaged for 16 hours in 1 hour intervals on a high content screening system (PerkinElmer Opera) at 10x magnification (1.3μm per pixel resolution) to detect red fluorescent protein tagged histone (nuclear staining) and diffuse green fluorescent protein (cytoplasmic staining).

Each of the four knockdowns was repeated 28 times generating 112 time series in total. The exclusion wounds were detected using the following settings, *σ* = 18, *β* = 0.3 ± 0.08, *r* = 100 on the cytoplasmic image channel.

[Fig 2A](#pcbi.1005900.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Video](#pcbi.1005900.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show an example wound detection result from this experiment and illustrate the reliable detection of wounds in noisy lighting conditions, and the accurate tracing of perimeters even with drifting cells inside the wound zone (also, see [S2 Video](#pcbi.1005900.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an example of a scratch assay detection). For each time series the wound was considered closed when its area had shrunk to below 5‰ of the image area. Any remaining time points were thus excluded from further analysis. Area ([Fig 2B](#pcbi.1005900.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and perimeter ([Fig 2C](#pcbi.1005900.g002){ref-type="fig"}) detection data was used to train velocity models for all replicas. As expected, due to the geometric effect illustrated in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1005900.g001){ref-type="fig"}, we found that the area and perimeter do not change linearly with time but curve slightly in opposite concavity. The concerted cell velocity was derived and as illustrated in [Fig 2D](#pcbi.1005900.g002){ref-type="fig"} it was found to be constant over time. The predicted velocity with uncertainty reflects the variance of the measured wound data and takes missing data into account. The Bayesian modelling allowed for imputation of missing data and uncertainty ([Fig 2D](#pcbi.1005900.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

To compare the computed cell velocities with the more conventional readout of change in area over time the mean change of area was found by taking the slope of a linear least square regression from the area data for each time series. For velocity the weighted average of the velocity was calculated for each time series weighted by the velocity precision $\sigma_{v}^{- 2}$. For both velocity and area change we computed the group mean and standard deviation for each experimental condition ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1005900.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Cell velocity was found to increase, compared to non-targeting siRNA, upon MYH9 knockdown and decrease after knockdown of POU5F1 and PLK1 as expected. The order from slow to fast of the various perturbations was found to match qualitative assessment of velocity from images as shown in [S2 Fig](#pcbi.1005900.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Cell velocity was found to give a larger assay window compared to change in area as shown in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005900.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Cells treated with siRNAs against MYH9 and non-targeting siRNAs were found to have mean velocities greater than three times the mean of cells treated with PLK1 siRNA. None of the perturbations showed this effect when quantifying change in wound area. To further illustrate and quantify this difference in condition spread we calculated the signal to noise ratio using PLK1 values as the base line $$\begin{array}{r}
{\text{SNR} = \frac{\mu_{\text{cond.}} - \mu_{\text{PLK1}}}{\sigma_{\text{PLK1}}}.} \\
\end{array}$$ [Fig 3C](#pcbi.1005900.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows SNR for cells treated with MYH9, POU5F1 and non-targeting siRNAs. In all cases concerted velocity was found to outperform the current method of area change, giving increased dynamic range. Similarly, sample data supplied with the TScratch algorithm was also analyzed using Bowhead. As these images were not fluorescent the images were first preprocessed using a Scharr gradient filter to facilitate the accurate detection of wounds. Again velocity better separated the culture conditions assayed in the TScratch sample data, almost doubling the signal to noise ratio [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005900.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

![Comparison of mean velocity and area change for wound healing experiments with 3 different siRNA knockdowns.\
(A) Mean area change. (B) Mean velocity. Blue lines illustrate PLK1 mean response and red lines illustrate 3 times PLK1 response. (C) Signal to noise comparison of the area change and mean velocity.](pcbi.1005900.g003){#pcbi.1005900.g003}

![Comparison of mean velocity and area change for TScratch sample data.\
(A) Wound detection in non-fluorescent images. (B) Mean area change. (C) Mean velocity. Blue lines illustrate starve response median value and red lines illustrate 110% of this value. (D) Signal to noise comparison of the area change and mean velocity.](pcbi.1005900.g004){#pcbi.1005900.g004}

These analyses demonstrate that determining cell velocity enables better separation of conditions in high content screening assays and would thus facilitate more accurate detection of potential therapeutic targets or treatment strategies. We note that wound geometry can change over time for no obvious biological reason (see imaging data associated with this paper on bowhead.lindinglab.science for examples), wounds that are circular to begin with become more square or triangular over time. In these cases the imaging method, mainly the number of time points used to calculate the wound closure, would have a significant impact on the result if area change was used, and may also affect the signal-to-noise ratio. In comparison, velocity is an absolute measurement that was not affected by the different imaging methods, and instrumentation, employed to generate the two datasets tested here.

Availability and future directions {#sec004}
==================================

For platform independence the wound detection algorithm was constructed using Python. Documentation, source code, data used in the paper and examples are hosted online at <http://bowhead.lindinglab.science>. The package can be installed directly with the terminal command 'pip3 install bowhead' (via <http://pypi.org>). The work is licensed under GPLv3. The presented method quantifies dynamic information on cell velocity. Our focus has been on generating accurate wound detection for high throughput analysis of fluorescent images. The tool described also has a setting to work on bright field and phase-contrast images but could be developed further to provide more accurate wound detection when signal to noise ratios of pixel intensities are low. We will therefore pursue the use and development of this software in experiments where it is expected that cells alter speed during measurement in response to conditions such at cell damage stress or delayed drug response.

Supporting information {#sec005}
======================

###### Steps of the wound detection algorithm.

The original image (A) is first flattened to gray scale, then convoluted with a Gaussian filter at chosen standard deviation *σ* (B), binarized (C) and finally the wound contour is traced with Marching Squares algorithm (D). The contour is traced at multiple thresholds to estimate uncertainty in the wound detection.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of wound perimeters generated by Marching Square and Chain Code algorithms.

Both are available with Bowhead.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Wound closing ability effected by siRNA knockdown.

Cells with PLK1 knockdown are not migrating. MYH9 and POU5F1 knockdown cells are migrating faster and slower respectively compared to non-targeting cells.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Wound detection on an exclusion zone assay.

Non-targeting cells migrating into the wound with detected border in blue, 1 to 11 hours.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Wound detection on a scratch assay.

Non-targeting cells migrating into the wound with detected border in blue, 1 to 17 hours.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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